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Colorful floral carpets
taking over grasslands
a sign of rejuvenation. D1

Sonoma Valley holiday
events carry on festive
rite of spring for happy
children, families. A3
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CANNABIS CULTIVATION » INDUSTRY MIGRATION

Rural neighbors balk
as pot farms crop up

Donald Trump

Trump’s
calling
his own
shots
Recent staff shake-ups
show president prefers
like minds, fast action
By PHILIP RUCKER
AND ROBERT COSTA
WASHINGTON POST

PALM BEACH, Florida —
President Donald Trump began
the past workweek cutting into
steaks at the White House residence on Monday night with
his political soldiers, including former advisers Corey Lewandowski and David Bossie,
strategist Brad
TRUMP GOES Parscale, and
AFTER BROWN son-in-law and
senior adviser
President slams
Jared Kushner.
governor over
He ended it
pardons for
dining
on the
five ex-convicts
gilded patio of
who faced
deportation / A8 his Mar-a-Lago
estate with eccentric boxing promoter Don
King, who said he vented to
the president about the Stormy
Daniels saga. “It’s just utterly
ridiculous,” King said he told
a nodding Trump on Thursday
evening as the president began
his holiday weekend in Palm
Beach, Florida.
Nowhere to be seen was John
Kelly, the beleaguered White
House chief of staff and overall
disciplinarian — nor were the
handful of advisers regarded as
moderating forces eager to restrain the president from acting
impulsively, who have resigned
or been fired.
The gatherings neatly illustrated an inflection point for the
Trump presidency. Fourteen
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AFGHANISTAN

US in bind as
Taliban gets
hands on tech
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CANNABIS PLOT IN THE OPEN: Petaluma Hill Farms co-owner David Drips digs holes for cannabis plants Friday near Petaluma. Drips hopes to plant 7,000 square feet
of cannabis plants alongside a variety of vegetables. Property owners near Drips’ farm are demanding the county ban any outdoor cultivation and move it all indoors.

Farmers face array of complaints including water use, security, traffic
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

D

avid Drips has spent weeks tending
cannabis seedlings and clones inside
an old milking barn in rural Petaluma
in preparation for the day he’d plant them in
the ground.
On Friday, that day arrived. With a pending
permit and county permission to start, he and
several others nestled plant after plant into
the loamy soil at the windswept Nadale Ranch
on Middle 2 Rock Road, where they’ll grow
alongside several hundred head of dairy cows.
But complaints against legal cannabis cultivation are mounting in some rural Sonoma
County areas, from wooded enclaves west of
Healdsburg to farmland outside Petaluma and
narrow vineyard-lined lanes in rural Santa Rosa.
Echoing concerns about traffic and water use
often spurred by new wineries, critics of legal
cannabis farms also question whether they will
be safe living or working near marijuana farms.
“The wind will be our biggest obstacle,
other than the public opinion of our industry,”
Drips said. “But neither can’t be overcome.”
Yet local cultivators and out-of-town entrepreneurs seeking to take part in Sonoma

By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF
AND JAWAD SUKHANYAR
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UNITED OPPOSITION: Palmer Creek Road neighbors Tony Prussiamerritt, from left, Erik Dolgushkin,
Steve Imbimbo, Laura Anderson, Douglas Fisher, Jean Hegland and Garth Fisher have come together
against plans for cannabis cultivation by a nearby property owner from Sacramento.

“The wind will be our biggest obstacle, other
than the public opinion of our industry.”
DAVID DRIPS, co-owner of Petaluma Hill Farms, which grows cannabis and vegetables

NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Once described as an ill-equipped band
of insurgents, the Taliban are
increasingly attacking security
forces across Afghanistan using
night-vision goggles and lasers
that U.S. military officials said
were either stolen from Afghan
and international troops or
bought on the black market.
The devices allow the Taliban
to maneuver on forces under the
cover of darkness as they track
the whirling blades of coalition
helicopters, the infrared lasers
on American rifles, or even the
bedtime movements of local police officers.
With this new battlefield visibility, the Taliban more than
doubled nighttime attacks from
2014 to 2017, according to one
U.S. military official who described internal Pentagon data
on the condition of anonymity.
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Hey, Alexa, what do you
do with what you hear?
TECHNOLOGY » As voice-activated digital assistants
enter homes, privacy concerns rise over data gathered
By SAPNA MAHESHWARI
NEW YORK TIMES

SARAH BLESENER / NEW YORK TIMES

Amazon has pending patents for
its Alexa smart home device that
could allow it to monitor more of
what users say and do.
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Amazon ran a commercial on
this year’s Super Bowl that pretended its digital assistant Alexa
had temporarily lost her voice.
It featured celebrities like Rebel
Wilson, Cardi B and even the company’s chief executive, Jeff Bezos.
While the ad riffed on what

Alexa can say to users, the more
intriguing question may be
what she and other digital assistants can hear — especially as
more people bring smart speakers into their homes.
Amazon and Google, the leading sellers of such devices, say
the assistants record and process audio only after users trigger them by pushing a button or

A BIT OF BOURBON STREET IN SR: New Orleans
native’s Parish Cafe in downtown overflows
with Southern flavors and hospitality / D3

uttering a phrase like “Hey, Alexa” or “OK, Google.” But each
company has filed patent applications, many of them still under consideration, that outline
an array of possibilities for how
devices like these could monitor
more of what users say and do.
That information could then be
used to identify a person’s desires or interests, which could
be mined for ads and product
recommendations.
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